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Welcome to... 

Summer 1 

 

 

 

EY 

It’s a Kind of Magic! 

A topic full of magic and mystery beyond your wildest imagination. Create your own wand, learn 
a magic trick, mix your very own disappearing potion and write a letter to a genie. What are your 

3 wishes? 

Key knowledge and skills: 

Understanding the World:- Looking at people and events in our own history.  Exploring changes in materials. 

English-Reading and understanding simple sentences and writing simple sentences using a capital letter and full stop. 

Exploring fairy tales and other magical stories. 

Maths-:- Understanding numbers to 10 and beyond.  

PE-Dance and exploring ways to travel. 
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Superheroes! 

Which superheroes do you know and what are their special powers? Design your own super-
heroes, write a superhero story and learn about some important people in history who are 

remembered for their amazing actions! 

Key knowledge and skills: 

Science:-  

English–  

Maths-:- 

PE- 
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Urban Pioneers! 
Have you ever looked your local area through an artist’s eyes? Take a trip to town and ex-
plore the art, culture and beauty of the natural and man-made environment. What can be 

done to improve it and what can be celebrated? 

Key knowledge and skills: 
Use fieldwork to observe, measure, record and present the human and physical features in the local area using a range of 
methods, including sketch maps, plans and graphs, and digital technologies. 

Science:- Living things 

English- Narrative including settings and stories.  Non fiction writing including diaries and letters. 

Maths-:-  Decimals including money and time including digital  

PE– Basketball 
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Ancient Greece 

Gods and mortals collide as we journey back to Ancient Greece! Read the myths and discover 
your favourite mythical creature! Explore the Gods and their powers and have a taste of the 

rich culture that still influences the world today!  

Key knowledge and skills 

Science:-  

English- 

Maths-:- 

PE–  

Topics 


